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from the President...
by Michelle Pearson-Smith, BSN, RN, CCRN
Greetings! I am overjoyed at the opportunity to serve
as the Idaho Nurses Association (INA) President. For
those who don’t know me, I encourage you to take the
time to read on. Those who do know me recognize my
passion for the nursing profession and the individual
role each registered nurse holds. I chose to run for this
position because it would allow me to examine the issues
facing Idaho nurses, how government works to influence
healthcare, and how each of us can impact our profession.
I was born and raised in Lewiston, Idaho, where
I currently reside. Immediately after High School
graduation, I searched for life experience and adventure
via enlistment in military service. This was an opportunity
to live and learn outside of Idaho, but the biggest lesson
learned was that Idaho truly does have it all as far as I’m
concerned. While in the military, I had the privilege to
travel and to live in Tennessee, Florida, and the Republic of
Panama. I returned to Idaho after my enlistment to pursue
my education (and calling) in nursing and graduated with
my BSN from Lewis-Clark State College (LCSC) in 2001.
My first year as a nurse was spent working on an inpatient
adult Mental Health unit before moving to Critical Care in
search of professional adventure (e.g., crashing patients,
hectic schedules, long hours, and stat procedures requiring
the transport of intubated patients with lines protruding
from every bodily orifice).
I had the honor to practice in a nine bed general
Intensive Care Unit (ICU) at St. Joseph Regional Medical
Center (SJRMC) for seven years. I served as one of
two ICU Clinical Care Coordinators before moving to
academia. Currently I am a Visiting Assistant Professor
of Nursing at LCSC where I teach both in the classroom
and hospital setting for the future of our profession. I
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am enrolled at Idaho State
University working on a
Master’s Degree in Nursing
Education. I also keep my
cl i n ic a l sk i l l s sh a r p by
practicing in the SJRMC’s
ICU and Emergency
Michelle PearsonDepartment, as time allows.
Smith
My goal for this calendar
year as INA President is to increase membership, and
enhance representation of the nursing profession according
to the issues facing Idaho nurses. I am eager to work
toward accomplishing this goal. Having a large pool
of active volunteers will allow INA to better support
best practice for providing health care, minimizing
our environmental impact, and encouraging effective,
respectful communication within our chosen field.
One of my friends and a colleague (Ella-Mae Keatts,
MSN, RN, FNP, CCRN) likens humans to rubber bands...
surely we exist as the rubber band, but to be truly effective
and worthwhile we must be stretched. We could all sit
around on a desk waiting to be useful, but only those
securing items are practicing to their full potential. If
you hadn’t noticed from my workload, I wholeheartedly
agree with this. So I encourage each of you to s-t-r-e-t-c-h,
VOLUNTEER, engage in your profession, and determine
what your passions are and how you might make a
difference. Set a professional goal and strive to achieve
that goal. Whether it is reading one journal article a month
to enhance your individual practice or joining INA and
running for office. I believe these accomplishments will
enhance your personal and professional satisfaction and
enhance your impact on nursing in Idaho.
I look forward to hearing about your goals and the
progress each of you make this year!
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Val. C. Greenspan, Ph.D., R.N., INA Delegate
Boise State University Department of Nursing

The 2010 American Nurses Association House of
Delegates (HOD) was held in Washington, D .C. June 16–
19. In reflecting on the most surprising things about the
House of Delegates, three first time delegates, Pat Lazare,
Robin Pattillo and Renee Watson, expressed thoughts
on how organized and efficient the meetings were. Strict
use of parliamentary procedure was effective.
Presort Standard
As a third time delegate, fourth Idaho delegate,
US Postage
and author of this article, I marveled at changes
PAID
since previous service as a delegate: hand held
Permit #14
Princeton, MN
electronic “clickers” for voting, short surveys, short
55371
demographic surveys; brief nursing trivia quizzes;
and immediate voting results. Delegates with
Blackberry’s viewed instant messaging reactions
(e.g., Obama speech) of non-delegates via social
media including Twitter and Facebook.
Prior to attending, the delegates’ preparatory
work included online reading of bylaw amendments,
reference proposals and the delegate handbook,

Idaho delegates – First day of the 2010
ANA House of Delegates. Back row left to right:
Robin Pattillo and Val Greenspan; front row left
to right: Pat Lazare and Renee Watson.
as well as participating in virtual discussion. In early
May, the delegates, past president and Executive Director
held a teleconference to discuss proposed amendments
and references in relation to Idaho. Upon registration,
INA Delegates continued on page 5
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Guidelines for
Submissions to RN Idaho
RN Idaho (RNI), the official publication of the Idaho
Nurses Association (INA), is a peer-reviewed journal that
is published quarterly. Views expressed are solely those
of the authors or persons quoted and do not necessarily
reflect INA’s views or those of the publisher, Arthur
L. Davis Publishing Agency, Inc. The
RNI Editorial Board oversees this
publication and welcomes nursing
and health-related news items,
original articles, research abstracts
and other pertinent contributions.
We encourage short summaries and
brief abstracts as well as lengthier
reports and original works. An “article
for reprint” may be considered if
accompanied by written permission from
the author or publisher. Authors are not
required to be INA members.
Manuscript Format
Articles should be submitted in APA
style (6th edition) as a double-spaced WORD
document using 12 point font. Acceptable file
formats for documents are:
• WORD files in .doc format without embedded
photos (please save “down” to .doc instead of .docx
if .docx is your default file format)
• .jpg or .tiff for photographs
Submissions should include the article’s title and
the author(s) name, credentials, organization/employer
and contact information. Authors must address any
potential conflict of interest, whether financial or other,
and also identify any applicable commercial affiliation.
Submissions should be emailed as attachments to INA at
ed@idahonurses.org.

Photographs
Photographs of high resolution (300 dpi preferred)
may be submitted digitally as a separate file in .jpg
or .tiff format. Submit a signed photo release
form (available online at http://idahonurses.org/
displaycommon.cfm?an=1&subarticlenbr=21)
and supply a caption and photo credit for each
photo. Photo release forms should be submitted
by FAX or scanned and emailed in the same
manner as manuscripts. Photographs should be
emailed in the same manner as manuscripts.
All photos become the property of INA.
Publication Selection and Rights
Articles will be selected for publication
based upon the topic of interest,
adherence to publication deadlines and
guidelines, the quality of writing, and
peer review by members of the RNI
Editorial Board. When there is space
for one article and two of equal interest
are under review, preference will be given to INA
members. RNI reserves the right to edit articles to meet
style and space limitations. One-time publication rights are
reserved by RNI.
Advertising
Product,
program,
promotional
or
service
announcements are usually considered advertisements.
To place an advertisement, please contact our publisher,
Arthur L. Davis Publishing Agency, Inc., at sales@
ALDpub.com or by phone 800-626-4081.
For further questions about submission of content,
please contact the INA at ed@idahonurses.org or by phone
1-888-721-8904. The FAX number for signed photo release
forms is 404-240-0998.

RN Idaho is published by the
Idaho Nurses Association
3525 Piedmont Road
Building 5, Suite 300
Atlanta, GA 30305
Toll-free Phone: 888-721-8904
Direct Dial: 404-760-2803 Extension: 2803
Email: ed@idahonurses.org
FAX: 404-240-0998
Website: www.idahonurses.org
Editorial Board:
Tracy Flynn, RN, MSN
Mary Ruth Hassett, PhD, RN-BC
Anna Hissong, MSN, RN-BC, CCCE
Barbara McNeil, PhD, RN-BC
Deanna Mitchell, RN, BSN, MAEd, MS (Nursing)
Ann M. Voda, PhD, RN
Lynne Weil
Dorothy M. Witmer, EdD, RN
RN Idaho welcomes comments, suggestions
and contributions. Articles, editorials and other
submissions may be sent directly to the INA office via
mail, fax or e-mail. Please call the INA office if you
have any questions.

Join INA Today
We need you!
Membership application
http://nursingworld.org/joinana.aspx
For advertising rates and information, please
contact Arthur L. Davis Publishing Agency, Inc., 517
Washington Street, PO Box 216, Cedar Falls, Iowa
50613, (800) 626-4081, sales@aldpub.com. INA and
the Arthur L. Davis Publishing Agency, Inc. reserve
the right to reject any advertisement. Responsibility
for errors in advertising is limited to corrections in the
next issue or refund of price of advertisement.
Acceptance of advertising does not imply
endorsement or approval by the Idaho Nurses
Association of products advertised, the advertisers, or
the claims made. Rejection of an advertisement does
not imply a product offered for advertising is without
merit, or that the manufacturer lacks integrity, or that
this association disapproves of the product or its use.
INA and the Arthur L. Davis Publishing Agency, Inc.
shall not be held liable for any consequences resulting
from purchase or use of an advertiser’s product.
Articles appearing in this publication express the
opinions of the authors; they do not necessarily reflect
views of the staff, board, or membership of INA or
those of the national or local associations.
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Idaho Nurses Association Membership
Invest in Your Career and Your Profession Today!

Membership
Corner
by Deanna Mitchell, RN, BSN, MA. ED., MS.

When you join INA you will become part of a team that advances the nursing profession and fights for the healthcare
of this nation. Membership helps you to broaden and enhance your nursing knowledge and your career opportunities.
More importantly, full members influence the decisions made at the national, state and local levels that affect the
practice of nursing and the health of our patients.

Special 25% Discount Available for New Full Members!*
What does Membership in INA offer YOU?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professional development & education
Networking opportunities
Continuing education credit
Opportunity to become involved and volunteer
Advancement for your professional career
Opportunity to make a difference in your profession

* One low annual membership fee includes full
membership in INA, American Nurses Association
and The Center for American Nurses
http://idahonurses.org
http://nursingworld.org
		
http://centerforamericannurses.org

Member discounts on:
• INA, ANA and The Center conferences and educational events
• Online continuing education
• Certification through ANCC
• Purchases made on nursebooks.org
Free to Members:
• Access to the Members Only areas of the INA, ANA and The Center Web sites
• Opportunities to join committees and boards at the national, state and local level that are shaping the direction
of the association and the profession
• OJIN: The Online Journal of Issues in Nursing
• NURSES FIRST–The Center’s online journal
• Accelerate your career search through the INA online Career Center
• Online Legal Library: Legal Basics for Nurses
• Financial Literacy Library–resources to help you establish and build personal financial stability
Discounts on products and services:
• Professional Liability Insurance, Personal Insurance Plans
• Dell Computers, Lands’ End, Croc Shoes
• Avis and Budget Auto Rental
• Walt Disney World Swan and Dolphin Resort, Choice Hotels International, Wyndham Hotel Group
• GlobalFit Fitness Program
Complimentary subscription to the following publications:
• RN Idaho newsletter–the official publication of the INA
• The American Nurse
• American Nurse Today
• Nursing That Works

Visit www.idahonurses.org or call 1-888-721-8904 for more information and to join today!
* Discount is available for first year’s dues and applies to new members joining under the full member category only.
To take advantage of this special offer when joining online, enter the code ID-MBR-25 in the promo code box. If
joining via fax or mail, write “INA Full New Member 25% Discount Promotion–marketing code ID-MBR-25” on your
application.

When you join the Idaho Nurses Association (INA) you
are given a passport not only to all of the benefits afforded
membership in the INA, but those of the American Nurses
Association (ANA) as well.
The ANA website, nursingworld.org, lists a myriad of
member discounts and benefits. These include, but are not
limited to, discounts for travel, financial and insurance
services, online learning continuing education, and
education regarding the American Nurses Credentialing
Center nurse certification. Gifts and shopping discounts
include nursing gifts and items such as uniforms, shoes,
or books, wireless phones, rebates from major stores,
computers, and appliances. Professional resources on
the ANA website provide support regarding magnet
recognition, accreditation to become a continuing education
provider, and how to provide continuing education credits.
Nursing excellence through standards and practice are
supported by resources regarding guidelines, principles,
social statements, and our nursing ethical code. Patient
safety and nursing care are measureable through the work
of the National Database for Nursing Quality Indicators.
ANA position statements and healthcare policy statements
are also available. Most workplace concerns regarding
a variety of subjects can be assisted by work already
completed by the ANA.
ANA also offers travel discounts for a variety of hotels,
rental cars, and locations. Our challenge to the reader is
to spend at least one hour in the coming month reviewing
and discovering the discounts and benefits of membership
available on the website.
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Continuing Ed
Corner
The Ohio Nurses Foundation offers a number of
unique online courses geared toward a variety of interests,
including Multigenerational Challenges: Working Together
in Healthcare. This one credit course enables participants
to identify strategies to help people from different
generational groups work together effectively in the
workplace. The cost is just $12.00. For more information
call the Ohio Nurses Association at (614) 448-1030, email
sswearingen@ohnurses.org, or visit their website at http://
ce4nurses.org/courseobj.asp?tid=160.

Computing
Corner:
Tracking
Changes
Mary Ruth Hassett, PhD, RN-BC
INA welcomes the following new members who joined
January 1, 2010 through June 30, 2010:
Kallie Anderson
John Armbruster
Becky Aubertin
Debra Bernamonti
Tonya Burke
Brennan Carmody
Cynthia Clark
Patricia Clement
Wendy Dahle
Susan Dicus
Rosita Doran
Bruce Eastman
Anne Erickson
Robin Evans
Brandy Fitchett
Donna Gage
Carmen Garnier
Miki Goodwin
Shirley Hatch
Lynda Heise
Lisa Hines
Ann Hoene
Leah Holce
Roberta Horton

AnnaLee Hughes
Susan Iwasa
Angela Johnson
Michelle Kasefang
Emily Kempf
Vanessa Klaus
Beverly Kloepfer
Donna Krapf
Shawna Kuehne
Victoria Lewis
Hilary Lopez
Patricia Moore
Jessica Nebeker
Michelle Pearson-Smith
Louise Puderbaugh
Beverley Rader
Annie Reeve
Mary Rodgers
Anna Rostock
Stephanie Sanders
Toni Sparks
Jenna Vincent
Renee Watson

EUREKA!
Some people make you smile,
Some make you frown
People can pick you up,
Some will put you down.
If variety is the spice of life,
Why is life so laden with strife?
The important idea to ponder about
The one which will make
you shout-----EUREKA!
Is that people can do or say anything,
Only you can make you sing.
Reactions are under your control
You will find cherries and cherry pits
in life’s bowls.
Learn to know what you want,
Learn to know who you are
Act as you believe ,
And Life will be a breeze.
Deanna Mitchell, RN, BSN, MAEd, MS
(Nursing)

FURTHERING NURSING.
ADVANCING CAREERS.
Find the best jobs and highly qualified nurses Idaho has to offer.

ONLINE CAREER CENTER
www.idahonurses.org/jobs

Mary Ruth Hassett, PhD,
RN-BC, is a member of the
RNI Editorial Board and a
Board Certified Informatics
Nurse (ANCC). As Major
Professor for 39 masters
thesis students, Hassett
utilized tracking changes.
Hassett retired from LewisClark State College where
she served as Professor and
Chair, Division of Nursing &
Health Sciences.

Mary Ruth
Hassett

Using the “Track Changes” feature of Microsoft Word1
is an effective way to work with others on any writing
project. Examples of RN writing projects include: revising
a procedure manual, submitting an article for possible
publication, preparing a grant application, and drafting an
employee performance evaluation. This article is written
for those who receive Track Changes feedback to edit their
writing.
Track Changes provides tracking of all changes made
to a draft document. This allows others to make to make
suggestions for your next edit. Track Changes commands
in Word 2007 are found on the “Review” tab. Balloon text
is used to display all additions, deletions, comments, and
formatting changes. Changes should be turned “off” before
the reviewer saves the document and sends it back to you.
(Otherwise, every change you make for the next edit will
also be tracked.)
When you receive the document back, it is a good idea
to: copy the returned document to a new document name,
and print a hard copy before starting to edit. Open the
document. You will see changes and/or comments in the
right margin (the body of your work will appear smaller
until you finish editing). Find the Review tab and locate
the Track Changes (paper-and-pencil) icon to verify it
is set to “off”. Choose from these two sets of options for
changes:
1. “Accept and move to next” (checkmark icon’s down
arrow) or “Reject and move to next” (X icon’s down
arrow)
2. “Accept all changes in document” or “Reject all
changes in document”
Choose from these two options for Comments (usually
deleted after reading):
Click on the “Next” icon and then the “Delete” button
to review Comments one at a time
Click on the “Delete all comments in document” (down
arrow)
Turning off Track Changes does not eliminate the
tracking already present in your document. To ensure
that there are no more Track Changes in your document,
all changes must show (be turned on), and the Accept or
Reject commands used for each change. A short tutorial is
available that includes a video on how to turn off tracked
changes and comments balloon text (Track changes while
you edit, 2010). This tutorial is also found in Word’s online
Help (question mark icon).
Word’s Track Changes is a valuable editing feedback
tool when writing with others. Revisions are easier to do
because your original text is still available for comparisons.
When used properly, Track Changes will improve your
writing and satisfaction in the final project.
1.
The industry standard word processor.
References
Track changes while you edit. Applies to: Microsoft Office
Word 2007. (2010). Retrieved July 10, 2010, from http://
office.microsoft.com/en-us/word-help/track-changeswhile-you-edit-HA001218690.aspx
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INA Delegates continued from page 1
delegates received more reading (e.g., status report of 2008
resolutions; 2009 annual report) and copies of the virtual
discussion. The virtual discussion system worked as this
author was pleasantly surprised to see how input on health
literacy was slightly modified into a resolve on a resolution
proposal approved during final voting.
Prior to the HOD, this author participated in a phone
conference attended primarily by presidents and executive
directors from western constituent member associations
(CMAs), June 15, 2010, where issues and accomplishments
were shared. Also attended was Lobby Day, June 16,
2010, which began with a breakfast and a briefing on
bills and issues. While visiting with Senator Risch and
his staff member and staff members of Senator Crapo
and Representative Minnick, discussion centered on four
issues: safe patient handling (give nurses the equipment
to do the job safely); safe RN staffing (sufficient RNs help
save lives); need for allowing advanced practice nurses
to certify home health plans of care (corrects glitch in
Medicare law); and the need for safe chemical policies to
protect nurses and other health care workers.
An initial business item was HOD approval of a cultural
covenant pertaining to conduct and valuing of each other.
Introductions of past Presidents of (ANA), organizational
affiliates and associated organizations were cut short
to provide time for a guest speaker, President Barack
Obama. The mutual respect between ANA President
Rebecca Patton and President Obama was one obvious
factor leading to his presence at the HOD. The delegates
greeted President Obama with signs saying “Yes We
Did!” President Obama thanked ANA and nurses for their
strong commitment to ensuring access to health care and
system reform. He noted that ANA was the first health
care organization to support the creation of Medicare, so
their advocacy for access to health care was not new. He
spoke about failures of the current health care system,
about changes and various implementation timelines as
a result of the historic Patient Protection and Affordable
Care act and about work remaining for the future. The
video and transcript of his speech may be accessed at
http://www.nursingworld.org/HomepageCategory/ANA
WorkingforYou.aspx
Another “first” highlight of the HOD was a panel of
living ANA past presidents reflecting on ANA’s Impact
on Health Care; listed from the earliest to most recent
are Jo Eleanor Elliott, Barbara Nichols, Eunice Cole,
Lucille Joel, Virginia Trotter Betts, Mary Foley and
Barbara Blakeny. In the same order, their stories reflected
involvement in a long list of issues: the beginning of
Medicare; differentiating expanded vs. extended roles
of nurses; working on federation issues; deciding to
endorse presidential candidates and impacting diagnostic
related groups (DRGs); defeating a proposal by the AMA
for registered care technologists (RCT); designating
nursing board specialties and a greater extent of speaking
externally; working on the nation’s health agenda in 1993
and tying policy with political action; dealing with the
effect of 9/11 and nursing shortages; helping pass a safe
needle act; and, defining the economic value of nurses;
developing coalitions to counter attempts to infringe on
the scope of nursing practice and upholding the rights of
nurses in the workplace within the practice discipline. The
HOD was informed about a history project designed to
capture this rich tapestry and wealth of information from
the past presidents.
In her ANA presidential address, Rebecca Patton
related the visible role of ANA including being present at
the signing of the health care reform bill, a bill reflecting
the nation’s major investment in health care reform and
a shifting from disease care to prevention. She discussed
the successful outcomes of several legal cases involving
nurses: two nurses accused of harassing a physician after
they had reported concern about the physician’s standard
of care; and a Board of Education attempting to redefine
nurses’ scope of practice to allow unlicensed persons
to administer insulin in a school setting. She proudly
announced the new director-at-large seat for a recent
graduate on the ANA Board of Directors. She used her
collection of hourglasses as an analogy to inspire nurses
to reset and create their desired direction: keep going, keep
actively engaged, keep looking for opportunities on the
horizon and to make the most of it each day. Since new
delegates often experience a considerable learning curve,
President Patton proudly announced another “first,” the
delegate-in-training program that allows seating with a
non-voting status at the HOD. A new delegate orientation

ANA-PAC - 100% of the Idaho delegation
contributed an average of $75.00 to the ANA
Political Action Committee, earning each
member an ANA-PAC hat. From left to right is
Renee Watson, Robin Pattillo
and Val Greenspan.
was attended by one of the Idaho new delegates whose
arrival schedule accommodated this session.
The dynamic Executive Director, Marla Weston,
highlighted the work of the ANA including pay for
quality initiatives that make a difference in outcomes, the
use of National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators
(NDNQI) in 1606 hospitals (1 of 4), the recent involvement
of 25 fellows in advocacy workshop, a grant to bring
immunizations to every community, the development

of a Career Center, an ANA link to a Mosby website for
evidence-based information and a new strategic plan. She
proudly indicated the willingness of Constituent Member
Associations (CMAs) to share what works and helpful
strategies.
Twenty honorary awards were distributed throughout
the agenda. The awardees’ extensive accomplishments
to nursing and health care were heartwarming and
motivating. On a personal note, this author was pleased
to briefly reconnect during the HOD experience with
nurses with whom she previously served professionally
in North Dakota. One of these was Dr. Mary Wakefield,
now administrator of Health Resources and Services
Administrations (HRSA), whom President Obama said is
the highest ranking nurse in his administration. The other
was Dr. Cheryl K. Schmidt, now of Arkansas and the
ANA appointed consultant to the National Student Nurses
Association (NSNA).
Approved bylaws amendments were as follows: 1)
stagger terms of membership in the Congress on Nursing
Practice and Economics; 2) language change indicating
ANA supports the CMAs’ right to engage in collective
bargaining and workplace advocacy for nurses; and 3)
provision for pilot programs (via grant type application
Idaho Nurses Association Delegates continued on page 6
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Idaho Nurses Association Delegates continued from page 5
and written agreement of involved CMAs) over the next
two years to establish membership categories, dues rates
and payment options that may differ from current HOD
policies and bylaws. The HOD declined by a 76.1% vote to
extend the terms of ANA officers.
Approved ANA HOD reference proposals corresponded
to the following Idaho Nurses Association (INA) goals:
INA Goal 2–The Idaho State Nurses Association will
promote the professional development of all nurses and
foster high standards of nursing practice.
Reference Report #10–Social Networking and the Nurse
(Note: Originally this was an informational report that was
changed to an action proposal based upon HOD concerns.)
Reference Report #11–Mentoring Programs for Novice
Nurses
INA Goal 3–The Idaho State Nurses Association will
lead the nursing professional wherever decisions are made
affecting nursing and health care.
Reference Report #5–Advanced Practice Registered
Nurses Signing and Certifying for Home Care
INA Goal 4–The Idaho State Nurses Association
will promote the safety and well-being of nurses in the
workplace.
Reference Report #1–Hostility, Abuse and Bullying in
the Workplace
INA Goal 5–The Idaho State Nurses Association
will strengthen the nursing role in client advocacy for
consumer safety and quality health care.
Reference Report #3–Addressing Health Literacy
through Patient Literacy
Reference Report #4–Safety and Effectiveness of
Reprocessed Single Use Devices
Reference Report #9–Healthcare for Undocumented
Immigrants
Other approved proposals relating less directly to INA
goals were reference report #2 on removal of outdated

Two Presidents – President Barack Obama and
ANA President Rebecca Patton.
language; reference report #6 on representation of CMAs
in the ANA House of Delegates and reference report #7
clarifying dues paid for members without governance
rights, both of which addressed gaps in current policy; and
reference report #8 Continuation of the Automatic Dues
Escalator. The latter involved removal of a 2010 sunset for
the dues escalator, which received an affirmative majority
vote after testimony about the importance of budgetary
planning to offset the rising cost of doing business and
about how an annual calculation is based on the Consumer
Price Index for Urban Consumers (CPI-U), which results
in dues changes every 3 years within a 0% to 2% cap.
The Idaho delegates attended two educational forums:
1) Principles for Pay for Quality and 2) Nursing’s Social
Policy Statement; Nursing: Scope & Standards of
Practice. The latter reflected 2010 revisions of previous
editions. These forums related to INA Goal 1–Nurses in

Idaho will be informed on issues and trends that affect
their professional nursing practice.
The Idaho delegation was one of several states
recognized for 100% participation in contributing to
ANA-PAC with an average $75.00 per delegate. The
delegates attended a finance forum and a candidate’s
forum. In the latter, candidates spoke for one minute;
candidates for president spoke for five minutes followed
by extemporaneous answers to two questions not known to
the candidates in advance. Idaho nurses were recognized
during a memoriam service.
The HOD ended with a teller’s report of the election.
Karen Daley, Massachusetts, was elected President. She
is a former President of the Massachusetts Association
of Registered Nurses and is, perhaps, best known for her
active advocacy that resulted in a federal act for use of
safer needle devices. Western CMAs were represented in
the elected positions of 2nd vice president, secretary, one
director-at-large and several positions on the Congress on
Nursing Practice and Economics (CNPE). Idaho gained
a link to representation when Elizabeth Dietz, CA was
appointed to fill Karen Daley’s vacated position on the
Board of Directors. Elizabeth indicated to the Idaho
delegation that she has a home in American Falls and plans
to become more active in Idaho as she spends more time in
the state.
While serving on the HOD involved a packed agenda,
it was not all work and no play. The delegates enjoyed a
Moroccan dinner one evening and several delegates joined
the early morning walking tour.
We thank INA for the wonderful opportunity to serve
at this 2010 collegial ANA HOD and over the next two
years until new delegates are selected. The experience
reaffirmed that ANA has positioned itself well to represent
the interests of all registered nurses and to influence health
care issues.
Author contact information: valgreenspan@boisestate.
edu; 208-426-5398

Hiring Questions: Used or New—
Young or Old?
Labels release no information;
Labels are only generalization.
Age is not a number; Learning never stops,
A nurse can be any age;
Life’s unique twists make one a sage.
No work or life experience equals a novice nurse.
Education WILL count, argues my lips (pursed).
Education aids the nurse; life experiences add the spice.
Being a nurse is multiple varieties of nice.
A nurse who has never given birth cannot function in L and D.
Oh Posh!!-gimme a break! Such discrimination worries me.
Have standards, but be wary of slanted expectations.
Be open, be encouraging, draw out “exceltations.”
Whether experienced or novice, young or old,
See the rainbow and look for the pot of gold.
Learning and education never end. Provide positive
opportunities for a “win-win.”
Support and praise assets of self and others. Do not become
that critical mother.
Seek and encourage self-examination.
Improve deficits for self and team renovation.
If your new or used, young or old new hire fails,
Take at look at yourself to see the true tale.
A shared responsibility it is for all to create a team,
One that works and supports all care and self-esteem.
Labels release no information;
Labels are only generalization.
Deanna Mitchell, RN, BSN, MAEd, MS (Nursing)
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Experiences of Delegates at the ANA Biannual Convention
by Pat Lazare, Robin Pattillo and Renee Watson
Attending the American Nurses Association (ANA)
biannual convention in Washington D.C. this week as new
delegates was an experience of a lifetime for all three of
us. In this article we will share our individual reactions,
experiences, and attitudes about this experience with
the nurses of Idaho. We hope this article may encourage
you in your own journey of professional growth in your
workplace, community or personal life.

Delegate Pat Lazare

One of the most exciting events this week was a visit
by President Obama on our first day of the conference to
personally thank the nurses for the support and hard work
we did to support the health reform bill to completion.
This was an historic event and was very exciting and
inspiring to me to know that in the legislative work that
my committee completed every year in Idaho on a much
smaller level is important to Idaho patients and nurses.
Another exciting moment was when past presidents of
ANA had a panel discussion of their past presidencies and
shared their histories of how nurses have led and continue
to lead the needed changes in patient care at the bedside.
It was a surprise to me to see over 24 ANA
organizational affiliates participating at the House of
Delegates, providing additional insight and input. The
electric excitement between the candidates running for
offices and the membership was awe inspiring to me and
renewed my hope in nurses standing together when caring
for our patients and being recognized for the difficult and
hard work we all do every day in our profession.
A change that pleasantly surprised me is the ANA
alignment with the Student Nurses Association (SNA)
to train and to mentor student nurses in professional
leadership for the next generation of nurses.

Delegate Robin Pattillo

First, I want to thank the Idaho Nurses Association
for assisting me with the opportunity to serve as an ANA
House of Delegates representative for 2010. Participating
in the ANA House of Delegates has been a professional
goal for me since I was a nursing student in the mid-1980’s.
I found the event exceeded my expectations.
As Pat Lazarre noted, the high point of the meeting
was definitely the visit by President Obama. The President
of the United States took time to talk to nurses! I think his
visit indicates the significance of nurses and the nursing
profession in relation to health care reform. We have been
recognized and valued by this administration.
Two other aspects of the House of Delegates stand
out in my mind. One was the opportunity to see past
president’s of ANA engage in a panel discussion. I saw

people that had been in newletters and journals since
the time I was a nursing student. Hearing these women
speak and share some of their personal victories and
trials was inspiring. Also, in contrast to the excitement
of seeing past presidents, was the participation of many
energetic young nurses in ANA. I was delighted to see new
graduates seeking leadership positions in our professional
organization. We need the next generation to be involved,
both in Idaho and nationally.
The ANA House of Delegates was absolutely the
busiest and most demanding meeting I have ever attended.
However, I had a few hours Saturday afternoon to walk
around Washington, DC. I know that many of us are
concerned about our economy, international issues, health
care reform, and the status of immigrants. In walking
by the White House, surrounded by the green majesty
of summer trees, I felt a sense of peace and hope seen
in the icons of our country’s capital. The Washington
Monument, the Smithsonian, the Library of Congress, the
Lincoln Memorial, and the White House have endured for
generations. Our country has a strength of humanity and
purpose that will continue to endure. I thought about how
significant nursing is to the hope, humanity and purpose
of the United States. I am glad I live in a time where our
leader values our profession!
Thank you again for this fabulous opportunity. ANA
officers were elected and exciting resolutions were passed.
I felt more a part of the nursing profession than I ever have
felt before. Hope and optimism came back to Idaho with
me, following this experience. I look forward to spreading
this optimism and excitement through my work with INA!

Delegate Renee Watson

The energetic, politically-charged atmosphere of the
convention was thrilling, fast paced, and demanding.
To hear from President Obama describe nurses as being
the “heartbeat of the American healthcare system” was
powerful and inspiring. Additionally, ANA nurses from
every state who had died since 2008, as well as those
who died in the Haiti earthquake, were honored; this was
incredibly moving. Finally, the election process to select
our new ANA officers served as the backdrop to our first
ANA HOD experience. We learned the importance of
meeting our candidates and asking them tough questions

about important healthcare issues, including access to care
in rural Idaho.
The House of Delegates (HOD) placed great emphasis
on engaging and retaining our nation’s new nurses through
mentorship. A mentorship pilot from another state was
described in which 8 pairs of new nurse/mentors who
had completed a one year relationship concluded with
feelings and attitudes of renewed hope being reported by
the mentor, and knowledge, guidance and new stamina
to continue to be a nurse reported by the mentee. One
example of this positive relationship was when mentor/
mentee continued in their relationship even when the new
nurse relocated out of state to another job. This report
showed that mentoring relationships do not have to be
located in only work place settings but can occur with any
experienced and novice RN to encourage and promote
support to our novice nurses their first years of practice.
Other changes within this conference was the Federal
legislation on safe staffing in bills HB5527 and SB 3491
that were passed this year. The ANA also supported the
restructure of Haiti’s nursing infrastructure for the future
education of RNs in that country. A new nurse career
center was also developed for RNs seeking new positions
to provide easier job finding sources. Another resource
ANA established for evidence based practice (EBP) for
nurses is Mosby’s Nursing Consult that can be accessed
online from anywhere there is a computer connection.
The ANA also has edited and rewritten the Scope of
Standards of Practice and Nursing Social Policy Statements
that are available in intranet form so RNs throughout an
organization can access this information without printed
books.
In concluding this article sharing great experience of
three novice delegates who attended the ANA convention,
we conclude with the hope that other RNs in Idaho will be
inspired to become active at our state level in promoting
nurse safety in the workplace. It is exciting that ANA is
promoting EBP care. ANA also assists in implementing
new health care reform that recognizes that advanced
practice nurses, for the first time in history, are to be
paid for their services for patient care when providing
healthcare to all of our patients in our clinics. Thank you
again to the INA for providing us with this opportunity to
attend this convention.
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Update on Activities of the
Idaho Board of Nursing
by Sandra Evans, RN, MAEd
At their April 29-30, 2010 meeting in Boise and
in a follow-up teleconference meeting on June 18, the
members of the Board of Nursing considered and took
action on issues related to licensure, practice, education,
communications, governance and organization. Included
on their agenda was completion of the Board’s annual
self-assessment and executive assessment during which
they evaluated their own process and performance as
well as that of the executive director over the past year. In
addition, the Board elected the following officers for the
coming year: Susan Odom, PhD, RN, Moscow, Chair;
Randy Hudspeth, RN, CNS, NP, Boise, Vice Chair; and
Vicki Allen, RN, Pocatello, Member-at-Large to the
Governance Committee. Jill Howell, RN, Jerome, will
continue as chair of the Program for Recovering Nurses
(PRN) Advisory Committee and Rebecca Reese, LPN,
Coeur d’Alene, will continue to review executive expenses
on behalf of the Board.
During the meetings, the Board took formal disciplinary
action against seven licenses in response to substantiated
violations of the Idaho Nursing Practice Act; reinstated
two formerly disciplined licenses; and reconsidered and
upheld the original decision to issue a restricted license
to an applicant for licensure by examination. In addition,
the Board accepted reports of the outcome of audits of
advanced practice renewal applications for compliance
with requirements for continuing education and peer
review as conditions for licensure renewal. Audits of 142
randomly selected applications revealed 100% compliance
with both the CE and peer review processes for 2009.
With the assistance of a Board-appointed ad hoc
committee, the Board has been developing a statement of
their core beliefs on nursing practice. Similar statements
related to discipline, education, and licensure provide
for clarity and consistency over time in how the Board
approaches its Mission to protect the public health, safety
and welfare. The “Philosophy of Nursing Practice”,
adopted April 30, 2010, began as a discussion on ‘clientdirected care’ and concluded as a statement that recognizes
how changes in the healthcare environment impact how
nursing practice is defined and delivered.

Idaho Board of Nursing
Philosophy of Nursing Practice
Adopted April 30, 2010
Nursing practice is dynamic. It continually evolves
in response to scientific advances in healthcare,
emerging economic trends and the changing needs
of society. The regulation of nursing practice must be
sufficiently adaptable to support this evolution.
Regardless of the setting in which it occurs,
nursing practice enhances the public health, safety and
welfare. This is true in both traditional settings, such
as hospitals, nursing homes and medical clinics, and
in nontraditional settings such as private homes and
assisted living facilities, where healthcare delivery is
the primary focus. It is equally true in those practice
settings in which healthcare is not the primary focus,
such as public schools, summer camps and religious
communities.
Nursing practice does not occur in a vacuum.
Although nurses often work autonomously,
appropriate care encompasses collaboration between
the nurse and all members of the healthcare delivery
system. It also requires that individuals be involved in
decisions about their own health care, which includes
participating in decisions about who will provide their
care and in what settings that care will be delivered.
Nurses may interface directly with individuals
receiving care or indirectly through others providing
care. Nurses determine the appropriate interface and
role responsibilities when providing or coordinating
care.
Whether providing or coordinating the provision
of care, the nurse’s actions must be within the defined
scope of nursing practice. Application of the Board’s
decision-making guidelines will assist the nurse to
evaluate whether a proposed course of conduct falls
within the individual’s scope of nursing practice.
This evaluation will, in turn, allow nurses to perform
functions for which they have appropriate education,
demonstrate competence, and which are consistent
with the recognized standards for practice. It also
allows nurses to decide under what circumstances
delegation of nursing functions to others is appropriate
as well as when a different nurse interface is
appropriate and will not compromise public safety.

In January the Board invited comments from a panel
of nurse leaders in the Treasure Valley on issues related
to nursing education to assist Board members with their
role of regulating nursing education. A similar panel
composed of Treasure Valley nursing educators addressed
the Board at the April meeting. Dr. Carol Ashton, Idaho
State University; Cathleen Currie, College of Western
Idaho; Diane Fuhrman, Apollo College; Dr. Pat Kissell,
Northwest Nazarene University; Carmen Klaus, ITT
Technical Institute; Hilary Lopez, Stevens Henager
College; and Dr. Pam Springer, Boise State University
spoke to the difficulty in recruiting and retaining qualified
faculty, the shortage of sufficient student clinical placement
opportunities, extensive use of adjunct faculty, and the
impact of escalating numbers of students as issues they are
experiencing.
As a self-governing agency of state government, the
Board of Nursing is required to develop and implement
a detailed Strategic Plan with annual updates to the
Plan posted to the Idaho State Government website.
The Board’s Plan includes statements of Mission and
Vision, the Board’s Values, and Key External Factors that
impact Board accomplishment of established goals and
objectives. Primary strategic goals are detailed through
related objectives and performance measures, including
benchmarks and timeframes that assist the Board in
measuring progress toward goal accomplishment. At the
April and June meetings, the Board adopted their revised
Vision Statement, “Advancing Trust in Idaho’s Nursing
Workforce Through Regulatory Excellence” and the FY
2011 Strategic Plan. The Plan presents activities related to
accomplishment of the Board’s primary strategic goals, to:
♣ License/certify qualified persons for practice
♣ Determine, communicate and enforce standards of
conduct and scope and standards of practice
♣ Receive and investigate alleged violations of the Act
and initiate disciplinary actions and alternatives to
discipline
♣ Determine, communicate and enforce standards
for educational programs preparing individuals for
practice at all levels
♣ Cultivate a governance framework and culture that
support accomplishment of Vision, Mission and
goals
♣ Foster communication between the Board, its
colleagues, internal and external stakeholders and
the public
♣ Support organizational infrastructure necessary to
accomplish the Vision, Mission and goals
A highlight of the April meeting was a presentation
by Drs. Vivian Shrader and Shoni Davis, Boise State
University faculty, on the results of their research on
ethical decision-making. The study, “Recognition of Moral
Distress Among a Convenience Sample of Idaho Nurses”,
surveyed LPNs and RNs at the time of renewal of licensure
in 2008 and 2009 for the purpose of “exploring perceptions
of ethical values and moral distress among… Idaho nurses
in rural and urban settings”.
The Board of Nursing is scheduled to meet in
Boise on July 22-23 and November 4-5, 2010. Persons
interested in attending a meeting should contact the Board
office for meeting location and to arrange for special
accommodations if needed by calling (208) 334-3110 or by
visiting our website at www.ibn.idaho.gov.
Author Note: Sandra Evans is Executive Director of the
Idaho Board of Nursing.
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Licensed Practical Nurses in Idaho: The Early Years 1910-1945
(Part One)
by Randall Hudspeth,
MS, APRN-CNS/CNP, FRE, FAANP
Co-author, Charting Idaho Nursing History
(Available at www.IdahoNursingHistory.com)
2010 celebrates 62 years since
LPNs were legally recognized in
the Idaho Nurse Practice Act in
1948. RN Idaho is now received
by all licensed nurses in Idaho,
including LPNs and RNs, so this
is a perfect mechanism to share
the LPN history and showcase
the contributions LPNs have
made to the development of
nursing throughout the state.
Randall Hudspeth
Practical Nurses were providing
care for 40 years before they
were legally recognized. This is their story.
While researching and writing Charting Idaho Nursing
History it became obvious that early-on there were many
women providing care in homes and hospitals who were
not registered nurses. Often times these women had
originally begun a formal nursing program but dropped
out for various reasons, most commonly to get married.
Others had some natural talent in caring for ill people
and were either self-trained or had the benefit of some
mentoring by trained nurses. The early hospitals were
staffed and provided care utilizing the free services of
students because they could not afford to pay the salaries
required to staff the hospital with graduate nurses. Usually
only one or two graduate nurses were on duty at one time
to supervise students and private-duty nurses or sitters who
provided much of the direct care.
In the early part of the 1900s when people were ill
and went to the hospital, the family frequently hired a
private-duty graduate nurse to stay with the patient in the
hospital and then subsequently provide after hospital care
in the home. Nurses referred to this work as “accepting a

case” and this common practice was the roots of the term
case method nursing care, as opposed to team or primary
care nursing of today. When families and patients could
not afford a graduate nurse they hired unlicensed women
who came to be known by the 1920s as practical nurses.
Since 1921 nurses had been required to become licensed in
addition to being placed on the register of graduate nurses
at the association, thus being called “registered” nurse
(RN). To separate the nurses on the register from those
who were not, the term practical nurse was used.
By the 1920s it was very common, and indeed almost
a status symbol, to have a private-duty nurse when you
became ill. During the Great Depression of the 1930s
nursing jobs were scarce, and so was money. During this
decade the first major conflicts between graduate nurses
and practical nurses appeared. Care was becoming more
complex with more medicines and treatments and the RNs
claimed they were the more skilled nursing providers and
that no one was supervising the care provided by practical
nurses outside of the hospital. Salaries were a big issue and
patients could hire practical nurses for less money, which
was scarce for everyone. Physicians also suffered from a
lack of income and they replaced RNs in their offices with
practical nurses. This situation further distressed the nurses
association, which met many times with the physicians to
express their concerns.
For more than 15 years this conflict waxed and waned.
By 1940, hospital superintendents, who were primarily
RNs, decided that the role of a non-RN private duty nurse
or a sitter in the hospital was just that—to sit and observe.
Nursing care would be provided by RNs and students. The
unintended outcome of this was that the sitters were paid
$1.00 per hour to just watch, and when something needed
to be done that they previously did, they told the nurses to
do it. The nurses were making $0.80 per hour and were
essentially being told what to do by people making $0.20
more per hour who were not licensed nurses. The situation
became intolerable to RNs and the nurses association met

with physicians and hospital administrators in an attempt
to resolve the issues. The nurses association wanted
physicians to stop approving the use of sitters in hospitals
and to stop hiring non-licensed nurses in their offices.
Over the years the two groups met many times and always
agreed with what the nurses association wanted, but in
practice nothing changed. Both patients and physicians
were free to hire who they wanted to work in their homes
and offices, and the hospitals had already restricted what
could be done. By 1942 World War II was the focus of
attention and the issues between RNs and practical nurses
did not get any attention.
During the war many Idaho hospitals participated in
the cadet nursing program and military service limited
the nursing resources available to provide civilian care.
Hospitals were forced to turn to the practical nurses to
meet the manpower need. Practical nurses willingly
responded to the call and demonstrated good skills and
met the need. Physicians, hospitals and RNs recognized
the valuable contributions of practical nurses and decided
to begin efforts to establish a formal practical nurse
training program; they began working with the Idaho State
Board of Nursing to propose changes to the law that would
provide legal recognition.
Following the war many military nurses did not return
to civilian nursing and there was a huge nursing shortage.
Some hospitals were forced to close beds. At the same time
the polio epidemic happened and the demand for nursing
care increased. Everyone recognized that this need could
not be effectively met without practical nurses. Between
1945 and 1948, and the birth of the Licensed Practical
Nurse category, many changes occurred to the Nurse
Practice Act and the development and implementation of
formal training programs. At the same time the Licensed
Practical Nurses of Idaho (LPNI) Association formed with
an increasing membership.
Part Two will focus on the LPNI, LPN leaders and LPN
contributions to nursing in Idaho.

Resistant to Exercise?
Try Resistance Exercise
by Deanna Mitchell, RN, BSN, MAEd,
MS(Nursing)
Exercise is a necessary element for creating a healthy
lifestyle and comes in various forms. For example, cardio
exercise or any exercise that increases the heart rate of an
individual to a specified rate for an identified time period,
has been a stalwart of a recommended healthy exercise
program. The Mayo Clinic recommends two hours and 30
minutes of moderate aerobic (brisk walking) each week
or one hour and 15 minutes a week of vigorous aerobic
exercise (running). The Mayo Clinic also recommends
strength training twice a week (Laskowski, E. R., 2010).
Resistance exercise is recommended as it provides a
healthful regimen for bone health and muscle fitness.
Resistance exercise involves the use of the client’s body
muscles against an opposing force or specifically-designed
weight machines and pulleys or a Pilates apparatus.
This form of exercise is different from the routine of
lifting weights for one to two hours in a gym. Two types
of resistance exercise are Pilates and Zero Momentum
Strength Training (ZMST). These programs are relatively
new compared to the cardio exercise of running which
began with the early “flight or fight” instinct many
centuries ago.

Zero Momentum Strength Training
(ZMST) and Health Effects

Arthur Jones, the founder of Nautilus and its subsidiary
company, MedX, pioneered the concepts of resistance
training, known also as high intensity training or Zero
Momentum Strength Training (ZMST). Jones’ initial
research developed an exercise machine, the Lumbar

extension machine, which resolves lower back pain (Arthur
Jones Institute, 2009). The various machines for ZMST
continue to evolve and increase in number and specificity.
Fat-oxidation is impaired in obese individuals. High
intensive training of 15 minutes twice a week has benefited
the fat oxidation of obese patients, improved insulin
resistance problems, improved bone density, and cognitive
function of obese and elderly women more than just the
effects that aerobic exercise has demonstrated (Carral &
Perez, 2007.) Resistance training is an essential component
of a post bariatric surgical plan.

Pilates

Joseph Pilates was a German immigrant in England
prior to World War I. When war broke out, he was
detained in England and given the responsibility for the
care of injured veterans at an English hospital. Joseph
Pilates served as a defense instructor for Scotland Yard
and implemented a regimen of strength training. During
his internment, he expanded his concepts to aid the
injured veterans and devised springs on the beds so that
hospitalized patients could exercise against resistance
(Balanced Body Pilates, 2010) After World War I, Joe
Pilates immigrated to New York City and continued to
improve his Pilates program.
Pilates improves flexibility, strength, and body
awareness without creating the appearance of a body
builder or weight lifter; the first enthusiasts of Pilates
were professional dancers. Although not a cardio exercise,
Pilates will increase one’s heart rate through use of one
of the various specially designed spring-resistant exercise
apparatuses such as the Reformer, the Spine Corrector,
the Wunda Chair, or the Cadillac. Pilates will also require

mat work and use of specially trained instructors, as does
ZMST (MedicineNet.com, 2010). Both Pilates and ZMST
exercise programs focus on building core muscle strength
and developing spinal alignment.

Resistance Exercise for a Healthy
Lifestyle

Although not everyone enjoys exercise, it is a healthassociated necessity. Resistance exercises enhance and
complete any exercise program. Nurses, who assess a
patient’s fitness as part of the health assessment, are
positioned to provide evaluation, health teaching, referral
to trained exercise instructors or programs, and to provide
emotional and/or dietary support for the client requiring
an exercise program. Specially trained exercise instructors
are required for resistance exercise; a sense of trust with
the instructor must be developed. If performing resistance
exercises, if one is going to hang upside down and curve
backwards with one’s feet in stirrups, one must definitively
trust that the instructor will be able to safely unwrap one’s
pretzel-shaped body.
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Strategies That Help New RN Graduates
Transition to the Workplace
Dorothy M. Witmer, EdD, RN
What are the current
challenges for new RNs? In
good and bad economical times,
employers of new graduates
realize that graduate nurses
are not ready for the challenges
confronting them in the busy
hospital environment. Turnover
of new graduate nurses becomes
a problem when they do not feel
competent as practitioners and
Dorothy Witmer
they have little support (Dracup,
2007.) New graduate nurses need
a program of orientation and transition into the demanding
hospital environment that will help them to be successful
and happy on the job. Compounding the current hiring
situation is the poor economy. In June of 2010, Deloras
Jones, RN, MS, Executive Director of California Institute
for Nursing & Health Care (CINHC), expressed concern
that new graduates are not being hired because more
experienced nurses are working longer due to the economy
and health systems have cut back on the high costs of
preparing new RNs to work safely and confidently. In
Boise, Idaho, new graduates have been hired but markets
do vary (Human Resource Representative, local hospital,
personal communication, August 5, 2010.)
In 2007, the Center for Nursing Excellence conducted
a study that supported the dissatisfaction of hospital
personnel with the level of competency of new graduates.
The study included dual surveys directed at frontline
hospital and nursing school leaders on 36 competencies
(Mosby Nursing Suite, 2010) determined to be critical
for practice readiness of new nurse graduates. The study
revealed national dissatisfaction among hospital nursing
leaders on the readiness of new graduates and the general
disagreement with nursing school leaders (nearly 90
%) who indicated that their nursing graduates are fully
prepared to provide safe and effective care. There is an
obvious need for academic faculty and hospital frontline
leaders to come together to determine the specific
competencies needed by graduates and where they are best
taught, in the hospital and/or the school of nursing.
What strategies have been effective in helping
new RN graduates transition effectively in good
economical times? Many articles on the Internet written
by experienced nurses state that new graduates in health
care facilities in general and hospitals in particular need
improved orientation programs. The following strategies
have improved the new RN graduate’s confidence and
satisfactory performance as the nurse transitions into
practice.
1. Longer orientation programs more specific to the
needs of new nurse graduates and the needs of
the hospital. An example is found in High Point
Regional Health System, GNOSIS Program, one
based on Patricia Benner’s Novice-to Expert Model
(1984). Preceptors receive special training to help
new graduates in this 11 week program before
the graduates receive orientation to an actual unit
assignment. A second example is Children’s Hospital
in Los Angeles, CA. After the hospital pioneered a
new transition program titled Versant RN Residency
Program in Pediatrics it has become “… the national
model for new graduate pediatric nurse residency
programs in the United States” (Home page, 2008,
www.childrenshospitalla.org).
2. Preceptors and Mentors Programs. Many programs
contained in articles on the Internet proclaim the
need for experienced preceptors who are dedicated
to helping new graduates. Preceptors need training
that prepares them for this role (Lahey Clinic, 2008.)
The Foundation for Nursing Excellence (2010) is
also finding that the preceptor plays a critical role in
helping the new RN graduate transition successfully
(www.ffne.org). Members of the Foundation are
currently working on strategies and tools that

preceptors must have. This is a study that nurse
educators will find important as they work with
preceptors of new graduates.
Mentorship programs were explored by the
critical care staff in a medical center in Hershey,
Pennsylvania (Kanaskie, 2006). “Mentoring
relationships in critical care provide the ongoing
interactions, coaching, teaching, and role modeling
to facilitate nurses along this continuum. Mentoring
relationships offer support and professional
development for nurses at all levels within the
organization as well as an optimistic outlook for the
nursing profession” (Abstract: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/pubmed). Combining a preceptor and a mentor
for a new graduate nurse appears to be a winning
combination. The preceptor helps with improving
skills needed for the job; the mentor is one with
whom the new nurse can talk without worrying
about performance evaluation” (Domrose, 2002, p.
3).
3. Graduate Internships & Fellowships. Another
approach to orienting and retaining new graduate
nurses is through paid internships and fellowships
depending on the chosen specialty. These
opportunities are offered by Barnes-Jewish Hospital
in St. Louis, Missouri, that is affiliated with
Washington University School of Medicine. The new
graduate selects a specialty among many specialties.
The internship/fellowship includes: individualized
program to fit needs and to maximize personal
development, one-on-one preceptorship with a
highly-qualified RN, basic introduction and theory
classes in the chosen field. Programs are 12 weeks
in length (Homepage, www.barnesjewish.org/
employment).
A strategy for new RNs during this bad
economical time has been identified by Deloras
Jones who was cited earlier. She is involved in
community-based Transition Programs (internships)
as a solution in California that “will ease the
financial burden that hospitals have in hiring new
nurses by using the program as the initial phase
of orientation, prior to employment commitment”
(p.1). The program requires the collaboration of
many organizations such as labor and workforce
investment organizations, healthcare employers and
nursing schools. Jones emphasizes the need to keep

new nurses engaged in the healthcare workforce (or
they might go into another field). The new nurse will
enroll as a post-licensure student in the continuing
education division of a school of nursing that partners
with employers of nurses. Employers will provide
the preceptors and clinical experiences. Programs
will be 12 to 18 weeks in length depending on
needs of employers and the nurse interns. Programs
will cover acute, long-term, and home health care
settings or focus on advanced generalist skills. Jones
reports that this transition program is underway in
California with a $710,000 grant from the Moore
Foundation to her organization, CINHC. This grant
will fund the internships for 250 new graduates in
the San Francisco Bay Area. The new graduates are
enrolling. RNs completing the internship will earn
a certificate, and college credit besides being better
prepared to transition to the workplace when hired.
Such a program would be great in Idaho for new RN
graduates seeking but not finding employment. Jones
can be contacted at: delores@cinhc.org or by phone:
510-486-0627.
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County Health Rankings: A New Tool for Idaho Nurses
Jeri L. Bigbee, PhD, RN, FNP-BC, FAAN
Jody DeMeyer Endowed Chair
Boise State University
jerigibee@boisestate.edu
In February, 2010, a highly useful tool for local and
state health planning and promotion was released, the
County Health Rankings (2010). These rankings were
developed by researchers at the University of Wisconsin
Population Health Institute in collaboration with the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation, based on a model of population
health improvement in which measures of health outcomes
are used to describe the current health status of a county.
These health outcomes are influenced by a set of health
factors. The rankings identify the healthiest and least
healthy counties within every state. The rankings represent
a valuable resource for nurses in assessing and planning
health promotion initiatives for their communities.
Each county receives two primary ranks–one for health
outcomes and one for health factors, with highest ranks
(1 or 2) judged as “healthiest”. Health outcomes reflect
the health status of the county, while health factors are
what influences the health of the county. These ranks are
calculated using a weighted summary of several measures
(see Table 1). The summary health outcomes rankings
are computed using an equal weighting of mortality and
morbidity measures. The mortality rank is based on a
measure of premature death (the years of potential life lost
prior to age 75). The morbidity rank is calculated using
health-related quality of life and birth outcome measures,
including self-reported fair or poor health, poor physical
health days, poor mental health days, and the percentage
of low birth weight births. Similarly, the summary health
factors rankings are computed using weighted scores
of four types of factors: behavioral, clinical, social and
economic, and environmental. Health behaviors include
measures of smoking, diet and exercise, alcohol use,
and sexual behavior. Clinical care includes measures of
access to care and quality of care. Social and economic
factors include measures of education, employment,
income, family and social support, and community safety.
The physical environment factor includes measures of
environmental quality and the built environment.
County Health Rankings in Idaho
All Idaho counties, except Camas and Clark, are
ranked according to their summary measures of health
outcomes and health factors, as well as the components
used to create each summary measure. Tables 1–4 are
taken from the County Health Rankings Idaho counties
report (http://www.countyhealthrankings.org/idaho). This
report provides state summaries as well as information on
specific counties.
The state summary rankings (Table 2) indicate that
Latah and Madison are Idaho’s healthiest counties based

on health outcomes, but in terms of health factors, Madison
and Blaine counties rank highest. Conversely, Lincoln and
Lewis counties have the poorest health outcomes rankings
while Benewah and Shoshone counties rank lowest in
terms of health factors.
Looking within the Health Outcomes rankings (Table 3)
provides more in-depth information. For example, Power
County ranks third best in mortality but 20th in terms of
morbidity. Similarly, looking within the Health Factors
rankings (Table 4) provides more information related to
specific influencing factors. For example, Madison County
ranks first in health behaviors and social/economic factors,
but, 34th in clinical care and 6th in terms of the physical
environment.
Using the County Health Rankings
The County Health Rankings are designed to assist
communities in addressing health issues through assessing
needs and resources, setting priorities, identifying
programs and policies that work, implementing strategies,
and evaluating efforts. Evaluation studies in Wisconsin
have showed that county health rankings are useful in local
public health planning (Peppard, Kindig, Dranger, Jovaag,
& Remington, 2008; Rohan, Booske, & Remington, 2009).
Research using county rankings suggests that residents in
the least healthy counties are more likely to smoke, have
more frequent hospital admissions, and report poorer
health status. Children from the least healthy counties tend
to live in poverty and are at higher risk of premature death.
Urban and suburban counties tend have higher health
rankings than rural counties and have better access to
healthy foods (Keefe, 2010).
From a more local perspective, based on the health
factors rankings, for example, nurses in Gem County could
use the rankings to focus efforts on promoting healthy
behaviors, while leaders in Ada County might choose to
focus on the physical environment, particularly air quality.
Through community action, counties can improve health
outcomes by addressing health factors using effective,
evidence-based programs and policies. The County Health
Rankings can serve as a powerful assessment, planning,

Table 1. County Health Rankings Components/
Indicators
Health Outcomes
• Mortality (premature death)
• Morbidity (poor/fair health days, poor physical
health days, poor mental health days, low birth
weight)
Health Factors
• Health Behaviors
• Tobacco (adult smoking)
• Diet and Exercise (adult obesity)
• Alcohol Use (binge drinking, motor vehicle
		 crash death rate)
• High Risk Sexual Behavior (Chlamydia rate,
		 teen birth rate)
• Clinical Care
• Access to Care (uninsured adults, primary
		 care provider rate)
• Quality of Care (preventable hospital stays,
		 diabetic screening, hospice use)
• Socioeconomic Factors
• Education (high school graduation, college
		 degrees)
• Employment (unemployment)
• Income (children in poverty, income
		 inequality)
• Family and Social Support (inadequate social
		 support, single-parent households)
• Community Safety (violent crime)
• Physical Environment
• Air Quality (air pollution-particulate matter
		 days, air pollution–ozone days)
• Built Environment (access to healthy foods,
		 liquor store density)

Source: County Health Rankings: Mobilizing Action
Toward Community Health (2010).

research and evaluation tool for Idaho nurses and other
health professionals, community leaders and consumers in
promoting the health of their local communities.
Resources
• County Health Rankings (2010). Retrieved June 8, 2010
from http://www.countyhealthrankings.org
• County Health Rankings (2010) video. Retrieved June 8,
2010 from http://www.countyhealthrankings.org/latestnews/video-introducing-2010-county-health-rankings
• Idaho Summary Report 2010. Retrieved June 8, 2010 from
http://www.countyhealthrankings.org/sites/default/files/
states/CHR2010_ID.pdf
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Table 2. Idaho Counties’ Summary Health
Outcomes & Health Factors Rankings
(Rank 1 = highest rank or healthiest
Rank 42 = lowest rank or least healthy)
Rank

Health
Rank
Outcomes 		

Health
Factors

1
Latah
1
Madison
2
Madison
2
Blaine
3
Blaine
3
Latah
4
Franklin
4
Caribou
5
Ada
5
Teton
6
Jefferson
6
Franklin
7
Idaho
7
Bear Lake
8
Power
8
Ada
9
Kootenai
9
Bonneville
10
Valley
10
Jefferson
11
Lemhi
11
Oneida
12
Custer
12
Kootenai
13
Caribou
13
Bannock
14
Teton
14
Butte
15
Oneida
15
Custer
16
Bonner
16
Fremont
17
Cassia
17
Washington
18
Bonneville
18
Bonner
19
Fremont
19
Valley
20
Adams
20
Twin Falls
21
Twin Falls
21
Nez Perce
22
Canyon
22
Cassia
23
Benewah
23
Bingham
24
Elmore
24
Power
25
Bannock
25
Payette
26
Bingham
26
Boise
27
Owyhee
27
Lincoln
28
Payette
28
Idaho
29
Washington
29
Gooding
30
Gem
30
Boundary
31
Nez Perce
31
Adams
32
Minidoka
32
Lemhi
33
Boise
33
Lewis
34
Boundary
34
Elmore
35
Jerome
35
Clearwater
36
Gooding
36
Jerome
37
Clearwater
37
Canyon
38
Butte
38
Gem
39
Bear Lake
39
Minidoka
40
Shoshone
40
Owyhee
41
Lewis
41
Shoshone
42
Lincoln
42
Benewah
Source: County Health Rankings: Mobilizing
Action Toward Community Health (2010).
County Health Rankings continued on page 13
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Table 3. Idaho Counties’
Health Outcomes Rankings
(Rank 1 = highest rank or healthiest
Rank 42 = lowest rank or least healthy)
Rank

Mortality

Rank

Morbidity

1
Latah
1
Latah
2
Madison
2
Madison
3
Power
3
Blaine
4
Franklin
4
Boundary
5
Ada
5
Franklin
6
Blaine
6
Idaho
7
Fremont
7
Custer
8
Teton
8
Jefferson
9
Valley
9
Caribou
10
Jefferson
10
Oneida
11
Kootenai
11
Bonner
12
Benewah
12
Ada
13
Idaho
13
Kootenai
14
Bonneville
14
Lemhi
15
Lemhi
15
Twin Falls
16
Elmore
16
Adams
17
Cassia
17
Cassia
18
Bannock
18
Canyon
19
Payette
19
Bonneville
20
Adams
20
Power
20
Butte
21
Valley
20
Custer
22
Minidoka
20
Oneida
23
Lewis
24
Caribou
24
Bingham
25
Bonner
25
Clearwater
26
Canyon
26
Owyhee
27
Twin Falls
27
Nez Perce
28
Washington
28
Bannock
29
Owyhee
29
Teton
30
Boise
30
Gem
31
Bear Lake
31
Gooding
32
Gem
32
Elmore
33
Bingham
33
Washington
34
Shoshone
34
Lincoln
35
Jerome
35
Benewah
36
Nez Perce
36
Payette
37
Gooding
37
Jerome
38
Minidoka
38
Fremont
39
Clearwater
39
Boise
40
Lewis
40
Shoshone
41
Boundary
41
Bear Lake
42
Lincoln
42
Butte
Source: County Health Rankings: Mobilizing
Action Toward Community Health (2010).
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Table 4. Idaho Counties’ Health Factors Rankings

Health Factor
Health
Clinical Care
Rank
Behaviors		
			

Social &
Economic
Factors

Physical
Environment

1
Madison
Ada
Madison
Gooding
2
Blaine
Valley
Latah
Oneida
3
Teton
Kootenai
Blaine
Custer
4
Fremont
Bannock
Teton
Payette
5
Franklin
Boundary
Franklin
Minidoka
6
Bear Lake
Washington
Ada
Madison
7
Latah
Bonneville
Caribou
Lincoln
8
Caribou
Payette
Bonneville
Butte
9
Ada
Gem
Jefferson
Power
10
Jefferson
Twin Falls
Bear Lake
Bannock
11
Oneida
Blaine
Butte
Nez Perce
12
Bonneville
Shoshone
Oneida
Idaho
13
Bonner
Bonner
Nez Perce
Cassia
14
Washington
Nez Perce
Custer
Adams
15
Custer
Canyon
Bingham
Teton
16
Cassia
Bear Lake
Twin Falls
Twin Falls
17
Butte
Caribou
Kootenai
Washington
18
Kootenai
Latah
Bannock
Kootenai
19
Boise
Clearwater
Valley
Elmore
20
Bannock
Adams
Gooding
Bear Lake
21
Power
Franklin
Lewis
Boise
22
Clearwater
Bingham
Fremont
Jerome
23
Lemhi
Power
Cassia
Fremont
24
Bingham
Elmore
Elmore
Clearwater
25
Boundary
Cassia
Power
Jefferson
26
Idaho
Benewah
Owyhee
Blaine
27
Valley
Jerome
Lincoln
Owyhee
28
Twin Falls
Jefferson
Bonner
Benewah
29
Payette
Lincoln
Boise
Bonner
30
Minidoka
Custer
Washington
Shoshone
31
Nez Perce
Boise
Jerome
Bonneville
32
Canyon
Lemhi
Lemhi
Latah
33
Adams
Butte
Payette
Bingham
34
Gooding
Madison
Idaho
Caribou
35
Benewah
Oneida
Gem
Valley
36
Lincoln
Lewis
Adams
Lewis
37
Lewis
Idaho
Minidoka
Boundary
38
Jerome
Fremont
Canyon
Canyon
39
Owyhee
Owyhee
Boundary
Gem
40
Shoshone
Minidoka
Shoshone
Franklin
41
Elmore
Teton
Clearwater
Lemhi
42
Gem
Gooding
Benewah
Ada
Source: County Health Rankings: Mobilizing Action Toward Community Health (2010).
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Member Spotlight
Carmen E. Klaus, MSN, RN
Program Chair, Nursing
ITT Technical Institute
INA Member Since 2008
I am the Chair for the Nursing
Program at ITT Technical
Institute in Boise, Idaho. I
received my Master of Nursing
at the University of Washington.
My nursing experience includes
30 years of clinical practice and
management in critical care
nursing. I also worked in nursing
education in Seattle, Washington
before moving to Idaho in 1997.
Carmen Klaus
I am also a member of the Idaho
Alliance of Leaders in Nursing,
the Western Institute of Nursing and the American
Association of Critical Care Nurses. I have over twenty
years of CCRN certification. I presently serve on the
Idaho Nursing Workforce Advisory Council and recently
served on the INA planning committee for the 2010 Spring
Conference.
In what ways has membership in INA has been
valuable to you?
As a returning member of INA, I have had the
opportunity to establish new relationships and reconnect
with colleagues and friends. Participating in the 2009
INA Spring Centennial Celebration was an incredibly
enriching event that re-affirmed my love of nursing and
my commitment to my profession. To be reminded of
the historical journey of nursing in Idaho by some of our
greatest nursing leaders and icons was an unforgettable
experience. I also participated in the “Race for the Cure”
along with other INA members and nursing students. It
was a great time for a great cause. I am very proud to be a
member of INA.
Why would you encourage other RNs to join INA?
Nurses play a vital role in the lives of the patients and
families they care for. We, as nurses, have the potential to
influence the lives of every person we touch. INA/ANA is
one of the largest nursing organizations in the nation. As
members, we are in the position to influence decisions
that will affect health care policy and practice for years to
come. We owe it to ourselves and the people who entrust
their lives to us to be as engaged and informed as we can
be. INA provides nurses the opportunity to be involved and
to make a difference.
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Book
Review
Still Alice by Lisa Genova,
Published by Pocket Books, 2009
Still Alice is a novel written by Lisa Genova, a
neuroscientist at Harvard. After Lisa’s grandmother’s
experience with Alzheimer’s, Lisa developed a strong
interest in dementia patients and their caregivers. This
book is the story of a Harvard professor, Alice, and her
diagnosis of early onset Alzheimer’s dementia. The book
follows her through her journey of a slowly changing
reality.
The story feels slightly didactic as Alice and her family
ask questions and go on a quest to explain the physiology
and medication. The author vividly captures the human
side of the pain and trauma to the family system. The
writing of the cognitive, social, and emotional changes in
Alice’s actions as she slowly loses her memory can come
only from hearing stories from families and patients.
Few if any books are written from the perspective of the
person experiencing the diagnosis, especially with an early
onset component. The book raises many ethical questions,
but most powerfully, I wondered what if this happens to
me or my siblings. The website www.stillalice.com gives
additional information and resources for patients and
families.
I highly recommend this book as a readable novel for
book clubs, health care providers, families, and patients.
Beth Landis, MSN, RN
Family and Gerontological Nurse Practitioner

RNs and a Greener
Idaho Educational
Series
by Robin Pattillo, PhD, RN, CNL
The INA has developed RNs and a Greener Idaho, a
series of online educational modules available to members
of INA that examines Idaho land, water, air and workplace
issues related to a Greener Idaho, including strategies for
making where you live and work a greener environment.
The land and air modules are currently available on the
INA website at http://idahonurses.org–the water module
will be posted soon. For each module in the series, you
will share your initial impressions, read information,
examine resources, and answer short questions. You
will then be asked to evaluate the information you have
learned and move forward with a personal plan to make
a difference. RNs and a Greener Idaho CAN make a
difference! If you are interested in helping form a RNs
and a Greener Idaho Task Force, please contact Robin
Pattillo at nenewseditor@gmail.com.

Instilling
Transformative
Learning in the
Nursing Student
Sandra K. Knighton, MSN,Ed
Idaho State University, College of Technology
Merriam, Caffarella and Baumgartner (2007) explain
that throughout a person’s life he or she learns about
the world through family, friends, school, religion and
culture. These influences form what a person believes.
Transformative learning allows adult learners to not just
learn content but to broaden their understanding of their
world and life and how they fit into the world and society.
Life experiences in the context of learning can help a
person to find meaning in his/her life. Self-reflection of
experiences can help learners to change their perspective
from what they may have previously believed.
Imel (1998) interprets transformative learning as using
the rational and affect of feelings or emotions to play
a role in reflective learning. As teachers, it is not always
easy to encourage this type of learning. Many classroom
courses are based on the learning of facts or history. In
the realm of nursing, it is highly important for students to
learn from their experiences. It is true that there are many
facts that nursing students must learn. However, the facts
just provide a knowledge base from which the student can
draw upon to problem solve. Each time a nurse or student
nurse takes care of a patient the experience is unique to the
patient/nurse relationship. Assignments can be developed
to help students reflect on their experience and enhance
transformative learning. One learning activity that helps
students with reflective learning is to complete a weekly
self-reflective journal. The assignment may be presented
to students as follows:
During your clinical course experiences, you are
to identify an example of one of Nursing’s Curricular
Concepts (please see below) and answer the following
questions:
1. From participating in one of your clinical rotation
experiences, describe an example where you
participated in one of the curricular concepts.
2. What critical thinking did you need for performing
in this experience?
3. What did you learn from this experience?
4. What insights did you gain, from this experience, for
acting in the future?
Curricular Concepts of Nursing: (a) Professional
Performance, (b) Technical Performance, (c)
Communication/ collaboration, (d) Ethical/legal
practice, (e) Cultural competence, (f) Conservation
of resources, (g) Evidence-based practice, (h)
Pharmacology, (i) Pathophysiology.
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